
THERE is no tonic like a Bicycle.

' The cares of business and life are

soon forgotten in the exhilarating rush

of red blood as you spin oven the smil-

ing roads.

Never mind the on-rushing years. A

bicycle will keep your brain clear and

body fit. Ride it often and at

e ery opportunity. It costs practically
ing to run and is always ready

INDIAN BICYCLE

G. N. Gonzales
1430 CANAL STREET

547 PHONES 2259--MAIN--

FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT

HESITATE
" Before Buying a Bicycle. Be Sure that You

Get It From

"The Oldest Bicycle Dealer South"
And remember that our prices are the lowest
in town, besides having the very best agencies,
including

CROWN-COLUMBIA-TULANE

Gus Betat & Son
CROWN, COLUMBIA and TULANE BICYCLES

Repairs and Accessories

6 610-616 N. Claiborne Ave. Phone Hem. 870
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MAJESTIC BICYCLES

TIRES $1.50

FLOWER
URNS

WEIDIG'S
Bargain House

601-03 Dauphine

Phone Hem. 904

"The place that treats U right"

"The place that Every Boy loves' $1.00 EACH

"A POOR WORKMAN BLAMES HIS TOOLS"
is an old adage which does not always hold true in this day and age of efficiency.

There is a difference in tools. In the mere curve of a handle-in its length and its leverage on theb
blade.

So common a tool as a garden hoe can "make or break a back." The

DUVIC HARDWARE CO.
is indispensable to the folks of Algiers in their needs in Hardware and Home-furnishing appliances. Every-

thing, from the smallest screw, ip sold there.

DUVIC HARDWARE CO.
323 MORGAN STREET. 323 MORGAN STREET.
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